Negative impact of prior influenza vaccination on current influenza vaccination among people infected and not infected in prior season: A test-negative case-control study in Japan
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\textbf{Abstract}

\textbf{Background:} Accumulating evidences indicate that repeated influenza vaccination has negative impact on the vaccine effectiveness (VE). However no published studies considered past influenza infection when assessing the VE of repeated vaccination.

\textbf{Methods:} Prospective surveillance was conducted from 2009 to 2012 at a community hospital on a small island in Japan. The study included all outpatients with an influenza-like illness (ILI) who attended the hospital, and a rapid diagnostic test (RDT) was used to diagnose influenza A/B infection. The VE of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine (TIV) against medically attended influenza A (MA-fluA) was estimated using a test-negative case-control study design. The influence of TIV in the prior season on VE in the current season was investigated in the context of MA-fluA during the prior season.

\textbf{Results:} During the three influenza seasons, 5838 ILI episodes (4127 subjects) were analysed. Subjects who had an episode of MA-fluA in the prior season were at a significantly lower risk of MA-fluA in the current season (adjusted odds ratio: 0.38, 95% CI: 0.30–0.50). The overall adjusted VE was 28% (95% CI, 14–40). VE was substantially lower in subjects vaccinated in the prior season compared to those who had not been vaccinated in prior season (19%; 95% CI: 0–35 vs 46%; 95% CI: 26–60, test for interaction, \(P\) value <0.05). In subjects who did not have MA-fluA in the prior season showed the attenuation of VE due to repeated vaccination (13%; 95% CI: 7 to 30 vs 44%; 95% CI: 24–59, test for interaction, \(P\) < 0.05). However this effect was not detected in subjects who had contracted MA-fluA in the prior season.

\textbf{Conclusions:} Negative effects of repeated vaccination were significant among those without history of MA-fluA in the prior season.

\textcopyright\ 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Every year, influenza epidemic has an enormous public health impact worldwide. The World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated around 3,000,000–5,000,000 severe cases and 250,000–500,000 deaths due to influenza infection each year and recommends annual vaccination for patients with chronic underlying diseases, pregnant women, children aged 6 months to 5 years and elderly people [1]. Vaccination is and has been the main strategy for the control and prevention of influenza epidemics now and for the past 60 years [1–3]. Vaccination is considered the most effective strategy for mitigating an influenza epidemic, superior to other strategies including antiviral prophylaxis and non-pharmaceutical approaches such as early case isolation and school closure [2]. Annual vaccination is necessary because there is a continual antigenic drift of the influenza virus and vaccine compositions need to be regularly changed. Consequently vaccine effectiveness (VE) varies from one season to the next, and VE evaluation has been conducted every year [4–6].

Recently accumulating evidences indicate that repeated influenza vaccination have a negative impact on the immune response and VE [7–11]. Several observational studies have found a reduc-
tion in VE among people who received a vaccination during the prior season [12–16]. The causal mechanism remains unclear but a common explanation of this phenomenon is the ‘original antigenic sin’ hypothesis that prior exposure to a virus or vaccination can dampen current immune response to a second virus [17]. However, one recent study showed that an increased B-cell response was induced by influenza vaccine if subjects were primed by natural influenza infection [8]. Another plausible explanation is that people without prior vaccination are more likely to have contracted natural infection in the prior season and that this exposure may have induced residual effects on the current vaccination [18]. Therefore it is crucial to consider past natural influenza infection. However, to our knowledge, no previously published study has investigated VE of repeated vaccination, simultaneously addressing this issue. Thus, the purpose of this study was to elucidate the effect of the trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine (TIV) in the prior season on VE of TIV in the current season by considering various interactive factors, including natural infection in the prior season.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

This was a population-based study conducted in a semi-closed community in a single hospital where influenza and influenza-like illnesses (ILI) were actively recorded.

2.2. Study setting

Kamigoto is a rural town consisting of one main island and several small islands, off the western coast of Japan (Fig 1). The community is semi-closed due to limited transportation to the Japanese mainland. According to the resident registration, the total population of the island was 24,102 in December 2008, declining to 22,599 in December 2011. The population is rapidly ageing, with one-third of the population aged 66 years or more, and the proportion of children aged 0–14 years decreasing from 17% to 11.5% between 2008 and 2011. The island has a single hospital, Kamigoto Hospital and six clinics. The hospital has 186 beds and provides primary, secondary and tertiary care; it is the only health facility on the island that has a paediatrician.

In Japan, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare recommends that all children younger than 13 years of age receive two doses of TIV each season and that all others receive one dose. The cost of TIV at the time of the study was around 3600 yen (about 30 USD) per dose. This cost is not covered by national health insurance, but is partially, or fully, subsidised by local government. The vaccination status of individual residents has been available electronically, apart from data regarding the monovalent inactivated influenza A (H1N1) 2009 vaccine (MIV), which were not provided via the health department of local government during the 2009–2010 influenza pandemic.

2.3. Data collection

For the current data analysis, we obtained information on all patients who visited Kamigoto Hospital with an ILI between December 2008 and April 2012. This was possible because Kamigoto Hospital has systematically registered all ILI cases since 2007. Information about previous episodes of Influenza A was collected from this database and an electronic medical chart in the hospital. A case was defined as an ILI if the patient showed a sudden onset of fever and at least one sign of coughing, a runny nose, sore throat, headache, myalgia, or fatigue. A commercial rapid diagnostic test (RDT; Esplini Influenza A and B®, Fujirebio Inc, Japan) was routinely used for all patients to diagnose influenza. In our previous study conducted in the 2011–12 season, the sensitivity and specificity of rapid diagnostic test for detecting influenza A and/or B were 78.6% (95% CI: 73.9–83) and 95.3% (95% CI: 93–97.7), respectively [19]. When a patient had multiple ILI episodes within the same season, we included all the episodes as a cluster. However, once a patient was enrolled as having an RDT-positive episode, all ILI episodes that occurred after the positive event were excluded. We treated multiple ILI episodes that occurred within seven days as a sole ILI episode. Sociodemographic and clinical information for the patients were collected from the hospital database. The presence of cancer, diabetes, pulmonary diseases, cardiovascular diseases and others were treated as chronic conditions. Vaccine status was defined as ‘vaccinated’ 14 days after vaccine administration.

2.4. Data analysis

A test-negative case-control study design was used to estimate the VE of current-season TIV compared to medically attended influenza A (MA-fluA). The cases were ILI episodes positive by RDT for influenza A, and controls were ILI episodes negative by RDT for both influenza A and B. We excluded episodes that were RDT-positive for influenza B. The characteristics of enrolled episodes were compared between cases and controls using Pearson’s chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables and t-tests or ANOVA for numerical variables. Ages of patient were categorised into four groups; 0–5 years, 6–18 years, 19–65 years and ≥66 years. Types of health insurance were categorised into three groups; employee health insurance, national health insurance and other insurance types. This was done because insurance may influence healthcare-seeking behaviour, even though the influenza vaccine is not covered by any kind of insurance.

The VE against MA-fluA was calculated as \[ \frac{1 - \text{OR}}{\text{OR}} \times 100 \]. Logistic regression models were applied to calculate unadjusted and adjusted OR; 95% confidence intervals were adjusted for clustering of episodes within the same individual. In multivariable analyses, sex, age group, chronic condition, health insurance type, visiting season/year and the period of the season/year were considered to be potential confounders and included in the final model.

We investigated the impact of prior-season TIV on current-season TIV, taking into account each subject’s MA-fluA status for the prior season. The VE of current-season TIV was separately estimated by prior-season vaccination status, and the stratum-specific VE estimates were compared using the likelihood ratio test (test for interaction). These VE estimates were further stratified by prior-season MA-fluA status. In addition, we estimated VE for four combinations of prior and current vaccine status; unvaccinated in both seasons, vaccinated only in the prior season, vaccinated only in the current season and vaccinated in both seasons. Subjects unvaccinated in both seasons acted as the reference group. In order to evaluate the effect of the repeated vaccination, we compared the VE between subjects vaccinated only in the current season and in both seasons. To exclude the potential unmeasured impact of MIV on our VE estimates during 2009–10 season, we conducted a sensitivity analysis restricting the subjects to those who visited the hospital during 2010–11 and 2011–12 seasons only.

Data were managed using Microsoft Access, and statistical analyses were performed using Stata software (Stata Statistical Software Release 13; Stata Corp., College Station, Texas, USA). Values of \( P < 0.05 \) were considered significant.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Kamigoto Hospital and the Institute of Tropical Medicine at Nagasaki University, Japan. Verbal informed consent was obtained by
attending physicians or nurse in all cases, information about the study was provided to interested parties by a researcher and poster presentations were available for public viewing at the fever clinic in Kamigoto Hospital. Both IRBs granted waivers for obtaining written informed consent from subjects because this study required no further investigation of subjects apart from the usual standard of care. Anonymised data were employed in the study.

3. Results

During three consecutive seasons, 7352 ILI episodes were observed at Kamigoto Hospital; 996 episodes due to the repeated visits within 7 days (320 episodes in 2009–2010 seasons, 202 episodes in 2010–2011 seasons and 474 episodes in 2011–2012 seasons) and 154 episodes due to the repeated visits after the RDT-positive episodes in the same season (30 episodes in 2009–2010 seasons, 27 episodes in 2010–2011 seasons and 97 episodes in 2011–2012) were subsequently excluded from our study. In total, 364 episodes of influenza B were also excluded from the analysis: 173 episodes in the 2010–2011 seasons and 184 episodes in 2011–2012 seasons (Supplementary Fig. 1). A total of 5838 ILI episodes (4127 subjects), including 1896 RDT-positive MA-fluA and 3942 RDT negative episodes were included in our analysis. The characteristics of the episodes are shown in Table 1. During the 2009–2010 season, the pandemic influenza started in August 2009 and ended in February 2010, resulting in the highest number of RDT-positive MA-fluA episodes. During this season, 1502 ILI episodes (1400 subjects) and 838 ILI episodes were detected at the hospital before the seasonal vaccine campaign and after the campaign, respectively. During the overall study period, the highest number of RDT-positive MA-fluA episodes was found in school children aged between 6 and 18 years old, whereas it was lowest in those aged 66 years or more. Compared with RDT-negative ILI episodes, RDT-positive MA-fluA episodes occurred in younger people (mean age ± SD, 26.9 ± 28.5 vs. 18.7 ± 17.8 years old, P < 0.05). Comorbidities were less frequent in subjects with RDT-positive MA-fluA (P < 0.05). Subjects who had an episode of MA-fluA in prior season were at a significantly lower risk of RDT-positive episodes in the current season (adjusted OR: 0.38, 95% CI: 0.30–0.50). This reduced risk was more apparent in 2010–2011 (adjusted OR: 0.11, 95% CI: 0.30–0.50) and in 2011–2012 (0.15, 95% CI: 0.04–0.62) than in 2009–2010 (0.63, 95% CI: 0.43–0.93) (Supplementary Table 1).

Characteristics of the four groups according to 2-year vaccination status are also shown in Table 1. The majority of subjects were
vaccinated in current season or prior season or both. About half of the enrolled subjects underwent repeated vaccinations in both current and prior seasons. A greater number of subjects with comorbidities and elderly people underwent a greater number of repeated vaccinations.

Results of the test-negative analysis investigating VE stratified according to vaccination status of the prior season are shown in Table 2; overall adjusted VE was 28% (95% CI, 14–40). Stratified analysis revealed significantly lower VE in subjects who had received TIV in the prior season than those who had not (19%; 95% CI: 0–35 vs 46%; 95% CI: 26–60, test for interaction, P < 0.05). This observation was clear for the 2011–2012 season. Our stratified analysis revealed significantly lower overall VE of current vaccination in subjects who had vaccination in both the prior and the current seasons (46%; 95% CI: 26–60 vs 2%; 95% CI: 0–35, test for interaction, P < 0.05). Conversely, the decrease in VE was less pronounced in the 2009–2010 season (35%; 95% CI: 17–47) but not for the 2010–2011 season (19%; 95% CI: 17–29, test for interaction, P < 0.05). This observation was clear for the 2011–2012 season.

We also estimated VE for four categories according to prior- and current-season TIV status using different reference subjects, namely those who had not been vaccinated in either season (Table 3). Highest VE was found in the group vaccinated only in the current season, significantly higher than that observed for the group vaccinated in both the prior and the current seasons (46%; 95% CI: 26–60 vs 2%; 95% CI: 0–35, test for interaction, P < 0.05). In analysis restricted to subjects who experienced episodes of MA-fluA in the prior season, unadjusted VEs for subjects vaccinated only in the current season and for those vaccinated in both seasons were both high, 91% (95% CI: 33–99) and 70% (95% CI: 24–59 vs 2%; 95% CI: 0–35, test for interaction, P < 0.05). Intriguingly vaccination in the prior season only showed a significant negative overall VE (adjusted VE −22%; 95% CI: −2 to −47). However, this association disappeared when we conducted a sensitivity analysis by restricting the subjects to those who visited the hospital during the 2010–2011 and 2011–2012 seasons only (adjusted VE −3%; 95% CI: −46 to 28).

4. Discussion

This is the first study demonstrating the negative effect of repeated vaccination in the context of influenza A infection during the prior season in analyses. We observed a profound protective effect of MA-fluA in the prior season against MA-fluA in the current season. Our stratified analysis revealed significantly lower overall VE of current vaccination in subjects who had vaccination in both...
the current and prior seasons than those who had vaccination in the current season only. The trend was apparent among subjects without prior MA-fluA episodes: unadjusted VEs 13% (95% CI: 0–35) vs 46% (95% CI: 26–60); adjusted VEs 13% (95% CI: 7–30) vs 44% (95% CI: 24–59) (test for interaction, P < 0.05). However, this was not observed among subjects who had contracted MA-fluA in the prior season: adjusted VEs 79% (95% CI: 58–89) vs 81% (75–88) (test for interaction, P = 0.91).

The negative effects of repeated vaccination have been recently reported in several published papers [7–16]. Ohmit et al. reported the unexpected findings of lower VE with repeated vaccination in a household cohort study during the 2010–2011 season which followed 1442 subjects and found 97 influenza A cases [16]. Another study assessed these effects using a different reference group, those not vaccinated in either the current or prior season [13]. However, confidence intervals in these two studies were wide due to the limited number of positive cases. In the 2011–2012 influenza season, the evidence of lower VE when analysis was restricted to type A(H3N2) by using test-negative design [15]. Furthermore, a reduced VE and attenuated immunologic response due to repeated vaccination were found in the 2012–2013 season when the A(H3N2) virus circulated in the house cohort study [20]. In contrast, negative effects were not observed in the 2013–2014 season when the 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1) virus predominated [21]. The authors of this report hypothesised that this phenomenon was more likely to occur when serotype H3N2 was predominant because antigenic drift is more common in serotype H3N2 viruses than in H1N1 pdm09 viruses. During our study period of three consecutive seasons, the proportion of serotype A (H3N2) among influenza A viruses was 0% in 2009–2010, 37.9% in 2010–2011 and 99.7% in 2011–2012, according to surveillance of the National Institute of Infectious Diseases in Japan (Supplementary Table 4) [22]. Our results were consistent with previous reports because the negative effects of repeated vaccine were more obvious when the serotype H3N2 virus was more predominant. Our study provides further compelling evidence as it succeeded to demonstrate the statistical significance. Furthermore our study showed the effect of past exposure to the influenza A infection, which was suspected but not investigated [18].

The main mechanism for this phenomenon has been thought to be due to residual effects of prior vaccination on the current season's vaccination. One possible theory for this is the ‘original antigenic sin’ hypothesis, which proposes that prior exposure to a virus or vaccination can dampen current immune response [17]. However, this hypothesis was not supported by our finding that past exposure to influenza A infection did not attenuate VE in the current season. Recently published papers of serology analysis showed natural influenza virus infection elicited distinct patterns of B-cell activation and priming compared with inactivated influenza vaccination [8,9].

Our findings showed vaccination in the prior season only appeared ‘harmful’ with reference to vaccination in neither season. Inconsistent findings have been reported for the residual effect of prior-season vaccine: some studies confirmed its protective effect on current-season infection [14,4,23], while others failed to demonstrate it [15,16]. Although the VE for overall season was statistically significant negative VE in the group of “prior season only”, the VE in 2010–2011 and 2011–2012 season was not significant. This negative VE result in 2009–2010 was possibly caused by the vaccine in 2008–2009 [24]. In our study, the ‘harmful’ effect was
also observed for the subjects who experienced MA-fluA in the prior season. People who had been vaccinated with TIV but infected with influenza A in the prior season may have been more likely to be immune-compromised. However, the sample size of subjects with MA-fluA in the prior season was very small (n = 405) thus it requires special caution to draw any conclusion. Further studies are needed to understand the underlying mechanisms.

In our study, overall estimate of VE for TIV was low relative to that previously published papers [4,15,25–27]. One contributing factor may be the negative effect of repeated vaccination since the rate of annual vaccine coverage was high in this community due to active vaccine campaign. Another possible reason is that during the 2009–2010 pandemic influenza season, the VE of TIV was low, because components of the seasonal TIV did not include the 2009 pandemic strain [24,28]. In addition, during our study period which encompassed the 2011–2012 season, other studies from Europe and USA have also reported low VE due to an antigenic shift for this season [16,27,29]. Furthermore the test-negative case control design may also be a reason [30,31].

There are several limitations. First, our study relied on RDTs as diagnostic tools, which are not as sensitive and specific as RT-PCR. However, to reduce false-negative cases, patients were routinely tested again on the following day if they visited the fever clinic within a 24 h onset period and the RDT was negative. The use of RDT may result in underestimation of VE due to false negative results [31], and this may be another reason for relatively low VE in our study. However, this VE underestimation does not negate our findings about associations between TIV in the current season and TIV or MA-fluA in the prior season. Second, we did not determine the subtypes of influenza A. We believe that subtype-specific analysis could have disclosed more significant effects of repeated vaccination [15]. Third, our study did not collect vaccination history of MIV for influenza A (H1N1) 2009pdm and this could be potentially a significant confounder. However, it was assumed that most people who received TIV also received MIV because the total number of people vaccinated with MIV and seasonal TIV in the 2009–2010 season were similar; 13,240 and 12,989 subjects (vaccine cover for the island, 56.1% and 55.0%, respectively). The vaccine campaign for MIV started just one week subsequent to the TIV campaign. Forth, we need to retain overall pooled data restricted to the 2009–2010 season to test the effect of repeated vaccination [15].

### Table 3


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccination status</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>MA-fluA, number (%)</th>
<th>Unadjusted VE (95% CI)</th>
<th>Adjusted VE (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>563 (32.8)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither season</td>
<td>1373</td>
<td>673 (49.0)</td>
<td>–97 (–70 to –129)</td>
<td>–22 (–2 to –47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior season only</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>68 (13.3)</td>
<td>69 (58–76)</td>
<td>46 (26–60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both seasons</td>
<td>2234</td>
<td>592 (26.5)</td>
<td>26 (15–36)</td>
<td>2 (–17 to 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted to the 2009–2010 seasona</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>366 (47.0)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither season</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>86 (20.2)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>8 (–76 to 52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior season only</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>15 (6.8)</td>
<td>71 (49–84)</td>
<td>51 (9–74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both seasons</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>96 (12.5)</td>
<td>43 (22–59)</td>
<td>10 (–30–38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted to the 2010–2011 seasonb</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>86 (20.2)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither season</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>61 (26.2)</td>
<td>–29 (–86 to 11)</td>
<td>–4 (–56 to 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior season only</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>25 (11.6)</td>
<td>52 (23–71)</td>
<td>44 (6–67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both seasons</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>300 (28.5)</td>
<td>–45 (–87 to –12)</td>
<td>–20 (–60 to 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted to subjects with MA-fluA in the prior seasonc</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>22 (44.4)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither season</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>44 (52.4)</td>
<td>–240 (–79 to –547)</td>
<td>–138 (–360 to –23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior season only</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1 (2.7)</td>
<td>91 (33–99)</td>
<td>81 (32 to 97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both seasons</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>17 (8.8)</td>
<td>70 (40–85)</td>
<td>50 (2–74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted to subjects without MA-fluA in the prior seasond</td>
<td>1629</td>
<td>541 (33.1)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither season</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>629 (34.7)</td>
<td>–92 (–124 to –64)</td>
<td>–17 (–42 to 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior season only</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>67 (3.7)</td>
<td>67 (56–75)</td>
<td>44 (24–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both seasons</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>575 (31.7)</td>
<td>21 (8–32)</td>
<td>–2 (–22 to 15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VE was calculated as 100 × (1 – odds ratio).

Abbreviations: VE: Vaccine Effectiveness, CI: Confidence Interval, MA-fluA: Medically Attended influenza A, Ref: Reference.

a Adjusted for sex, age group, presence of any comorbidity, type of health insurance, visiting season, visiting period of the season, before or after the vaccination campaign during the 2009–2010 season and MA-fluA status in the prior season.

b Adjusted for sex, age group, presence of any comorbidity, type of health insurance, visiting period of the season, before or after the vaccination campaign during the 2009–2010 season and MA-fluA status in the prior season.

c Adjusted for sex, age group, presence of any comorbidity, type of health insurance, visiting period of the season and MA-fluA status in the prior season.

d Adjusted for sex, age group, presence of any comorbidity, type of health insurance, visiting season, visiting period of the season and before or after the vaccination campaign during the 2009–2010 season.
subjects were schoolchildren aged between 6 and 18 years old, and symptomatic children were likely taken for medical consultation even with mild symptoms because this practice was encouraged by school teachers on the island for the purpose of controlling influenza epidemics in schools.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the current study conducted in a unique semi-closed community has provided further evidence that VE was reduced if repeatedly vaccinated and revealed that this attenuating effect was influenced by prior symptomatic infection with influenza A. Such attenuated VE was clearly observed in people who did not have MA-fluA during the prior season but not observed in people who suffered from MA-fluA during the prior season. In the latter group, high VE’s were observed regardless of vaccine status in the prior season. However due to the small sample size in this group, further studies are needed to clarify the effects of repeated vaccination in this group.
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